We propose a Bayesian Gaussian mixture model for hyperspectral image classification. The model provides a robust estimation framework for small size training samples. Defining prior distributions for the mean vector and the covariance matrix, we are able to regularize the parameter estimation problem. Especially, we can obtain invertible positive definite covariance matrices. The mixture model also takes into account the spatial alignments of the pixels by using nonstationary mixture proportions. Based on the classification results obtained on Indian Pine data set, the proposed method yields better classification performance especially for small size training samples compared to state-of-the-art linear and quadratic classifiers.
INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral images (HSIs) take place in many remote sensing applications including forest vegetation mapping and classification, urban and land usage, determination of the water resources and the crop species. The aim of this paper includes the contextual classification of hyperspectral images. A probabilistic model is proposed to include the spatial information into spectral classification problem.
An intuitive method used for spectral-spatial classification of hyperspectral image is the application of classification and segmentation processes successively as two independent processes. Mostly used classification methods are k-means, support vector machines, linear and quadratic discriminant analysis. After classification, a segmentation method need to be performed to obtain a smooth classification map. Rather than this kind of intuitive approaches, we use a Bayesian probabilistic model with inference algorithm that performs the classification and segmentation tasks together.
We propose to use a Bayesian Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for classification of HSI. GMM is a well-known probabilistic model widely used in data classification applications but it is not preferred in HSI classification due to large sizes of feature vectors and small sample size problem. For a -dimensional data, there are + ( 2 − )/2 number of unknowns to be estimated for a single mixture component ( unknowns for mean vector and ( 2 − )/2 unknowns for covariance matrix). Since there are less number of training samples compared to unknowns, the estimation problem becomes under-determined. To overcome the difficulty of under-determined problem, a dimension reduction before GMM classification is proposed in [1] . In [2] , regularized linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used. In [3] , the covariance matrices are constrained to be in a particular structure to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated. In this study, we propose to use a Bayesian mixture model that allows to estimate parameters of under-determined problem without dimension reduction. In the proposed Bayesian GMM, we are able to define different covariance matrices for each class rather than using a single and unique covariance matrix as in LDA. In Bayesian framework, an under-detemined estimation problem can be regularized by defining appropriate prior distributions for the parameters. For example, using a few number of samples to estimate the covariance matrix of Gaussian may cause a non-invertible covariance matrix. Defining a prior distribution, we may obtain an invertible covariance matrix.
Other contribution of the paper is inclusion of the the spatial information into HSI classification problem by assuming that the mixture model is non-stationary. Non-stationarity is introduced into model by defining spatially varying mixture proportions. Non-stationary mixture models has been already used in image segmentation and classification applications, e.g. in [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] a Markov Random Fields (MRFs) prior is used for mixture proportions to achieve a non-stationary mixture model. In [8] and [9] , a latent Gaussian random field is proposed such that the mixture proportions are connected to the class labels by a Multinomial Logistic (MNL) function. In [10] and [11] an auto-logistic regression model is defined on class labels for synthetic aperture radar image classification. In this study, we use the auto-logistic regression model used in [10] and [11] for contextual classification of HSIs.
Organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 and 3 respectively present the proposed Bayesian GMM-based model and related classification algorithm. The experimental results are reported in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the conclusion and future work.
BAYESIAN GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL FOR HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGES
We denote the HSI feature vector by s ∈ R where = 1, . . . , is the lexicographically ordered pixel indices. We assume that a feature vector at a pixel is produced from one of the different multivariate Gaussian distributions. Each Gaussian distribution represents a class in HSI. Thus, the distribution of the th class is given below
where m and Σ are the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the th class, respectively. For the th class, the parameter set is defined to be = {m , Σ }. We define a normal inverse-Wishart prior for m and Σ , i.e.
Assuming that there are number of land cover class in HSI, we define a -dimensional label vector z ∈ {0, 1} for each pixels. The binary label vector z has the property that ∑ =1 , = 1 which means it indicates only one of the superpixel by assigning its related element to 1. We
We also assume that s 's are conditionally independent given the labels, z 's. In this study, we assume that s 's are independent but the hidden labels, z 's, are spatially dependent. The joint conditional density of s and z is written
is the prior density of the class label, ℳ( ) is the set of pixels around the th pixel and is the smoothing parameter. We define an auto-logistic regression model over hidden labels. According to auto-logistic regression, the conditional probability of a class label can be given as follows [12] :
The joint density of the binary image , , = 1, . . . , , can be constituted by multiplying the individual conditionals. Unlike [12] , we use long distance interactions in ℳ( ). Since we use an homogeneous in the regression, we can still find a proper joint density for the binary image. This auto-logistic model has been already used in [10] and [11] for amplitude based SAR image classification.
After these definitions, we may write the probability of s as the marginalization of the joint probability density (s , z | 1: , z ℳ( ) , ) = (s |z , 1: ) (z |z ℳ( ) , ) w.r.t. hidden label vector z as follows:
where , is the non-stationary mixture proportions and can be obtained from (3) as
where
The overall Bayesian GMM is graphically shown in Fig.  1 .
INFERENCE
We use a supervised classification method. The details of the training and classification phases of the method are given in the following two sections.
Training
We need to perform a posterior inference for the proposed probabilistic model using the labeled training data. Given the labeled training data z , we may find the maximum-aposteriori (MAP) estimates of the mean vectors and the covariance matrices of Gaussian distributions. The posterior of the parameters are given by
and
where the sample mean vectors and the sample covariance matrix S are calculated as follows:
As seen from (7) and (8) 
Classification
After the learning of the parameters of the Gaussians,ˆ1 : = {m 1: ,Σ 1: }, we can use the model for classification. We perform the classification step by maximizing the posterior of the class labels z . The posterior of the class labels is factorized as follows 
The joint distribution of the pixel labels (z 1: | ) in (13) can be constructed by using the conditional probabilities (z |z ℳ( ) , ) defined in (3) . Based on the conditional independence assumption that (z ′ |z {1:
, we define the joint probability of the random field as follows
where ( ) is the normalization term.
In order to perform a posterior inference, we use the ICM algorithm. We update the variables along the iterations in the following order:
where = 1, .., , = 1, .., and is the pseudo time index. We use the Besag's pseudo-likelihood [12] approach to estimate the smoothing parameter , because it provides a tractable and computationally cheap estimator for .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present a comparison of the proposed Bayesian GMMbased method and two state-of-the-art methods, namely psuedo-LDA and diagonal-QDA. Due to small sample size problem, estimated covariances are not positive definite. Thus, conventional LDA and QDA are not applicable to HSI image classification. Psuedo-LDA method uses singular value decomposition (SVD) for covariance matrix inversion. In diagonal-QDA, covariances are approximated by only using the diagonal terms. For experiments, we use the well-known HSI data set Indian Pines that is obtained by Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) over Northern Indiana on June 12, 1992 . The data set contains a 145 × 145 pixels and 220 bands HSI and a 16-class ground-truth map. We remove the 20 noisy bands and use 200 spectral bands in our experiments. The ground-truth set contains 10249 labeled pixels from 16 classes. We randomly divide the groundtruth set into a set of 5128 training samples and 5121 test samples. We learn the Overall (OA) accuracy is computed using the all test samples. Fig. 2 shows the performance of three algorithms. The OA values are obtained by averaging the results of 20 random runs of the algorithms. As seen from the plots in Fig.  2 , Bayesian GMM-based method yields better results for the sample size smaller than about 400 that approximately corresponds to 25 samples per class. Diagonal-QDA method produces the worst results since it requires bigger sample size to estimate the unknown parameters. In Fig. 3 , classification maps are demonstrated. These maps are obtained using 160 training samples. As denoted in Fig. 3 , OA of Bayesian GMM is higher than the others.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose a Bayesian GMM model for HSI image classification. The results show that the proposed model provides an alternative solution for HSI image classification for small sample size training data set. The propsed Bayesian mixture model can be a competitor for linear and quadratic classifiers as its current form. Using robust distributions such as student's t instead of Gaussian, the model may be improved to compete with kernel-based classifiers. The inference part of the study can be easily modified for unsupervised classification, but initialization of the class parameters and determination of the number of classes are two difficulties of unsupervised classification.
